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Savings come from float, transaction fees
and reduction of unauthorized or incorrect
payments
Estimated cost savings were calculated for salaries,
pensions and transfer programs using data and
assumptions on three line items:
• The interest earned by not having to deposit
funds in advance of payments (float);
• The savings through not having to pay fees to
banks for effecting transfers; and
• The assumed savings from reduction in losses due
to unauthorized or incorrect payment.
The data and assumptions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Average float time
(days) a
Float rate b
Transaction fee
(MXN/US$ per
transaction) c
Leakage %
pre-shift d

Methodology inputs
Federal
salaries

IMSS
pensions

3 transfer
programs

3

1

30

4.49%

4.49%

4.49%

4 (0.3)
5%

4 (0.3)
5%

8 (0.6)
10%

a

The previous float period before centralization; for cash transfers, the pre-payment period for
Bansefi is used.

b

Average fondeo bancario (overnight rate for interbank loans) in 2012, which is paid by Banxico
on federal government funds.

c

Based on current norms in each excluding cost to cash out one payment once transferred.

d

Assumed rate based on general norms. There are no specific numbers available in Mexico. The
rate is lowest for salaries and payments, which were already mainly paid into bank accounts
before digitization; and higher for social transfers where the majority remains cash paid.6
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Using the data on payments digitized and
centralized, as well as the input figures in Table 1,
savings for each payment type were calculated;
the estimates are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
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Estimated cost savings

By digitizing and, critically, centralizing its payments, the Mexican government is
saving an estimated MXN $17 billion (US$ 1.27 billion) per year, or 3.3 percent of
its total expenditure on wages, pensions and social transfers. These savings are
the result of a change process led by the Ministry of Finance with
key support from the Mexican Central Bank (Banxico).

MXN (US$) million
Federal
salaries

IMSS
pensions

3 transfer
programs

Float

37
(2.8)

28
(2.1)

13
(0.98)

Transaction fees

126
(9.5)

169
(12.7)

504
(37.8)

163
(12.3)

197
(14.8)

517
(38.8)

TOTAL

Decentralized payment led to
expensive inefficiencies
References
For methodology and a complete listing of interviews and publicly available sources, please see the
full case study, available at www.betterthancash.org.
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If one adds these savings to the estimate that
would come from the reduction of losses due to
unauthorized or incorrect payments (based on
savings documented in some international
experiences), then total savings would reach
MXN $5,051 million (US$ 379 million) for salaries,
MXN $11,551 million (US$ 867 million) for pensions
and MXN $861 million (US$ 65 million) for the three
transfer programs (equivalent to 2.6%, 4.9% and
0.9% of total payments, respectively).
Note that these savings do not consider the cost of
building the infrastructure necessary to make the
payments operational which affects the evaluation of
the shift’s net cost savings.
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In the mid-1990s, federal government spending in
Mexico was highly decentralized: In the Ministry
of Finance, the Treasury Department (Tesorería
de la Federación, also known as ‘Tesofe’ for short)
wired the funds of each federal government
agency (called Dependencias) which held
accounts at one or more banks. The funds sat in
the bank accounts of the different Dependencias
until being disbursed (usually by checks, both
to suppliers and employees), at which point
the Dependencias would report their actual
expenditures back to the Ministry of Finance.
The process provided ample opportunity for delay
and confusion: Dependencias had to hand-deliver

the paperwork that showed they were entitled to the
transfer; Tesofe had wide discretion on the timing to
execute transfers; and Tesofe had no means to assess
whether the money was spent for the specific purpose
for which it was authorized. There were no centralized
guidelines for the remuneration banks had to offer the
Dependencias in return for keeping the float in their
accounts prior to disbursement.

Firm timetable established in budgetary
legal framework gave transition
momentum
One of the first changes came when the Ministry
of Finance, led by the Tesofe team, engaged in an
ambitious project to authorize and process all federal
government expenditures using a single IT platform,

resulting in the centralization of as many payments
as possible in Tesofe. This allowed Tesofe to make
the payments directly to the recipients following
authorized requests by Dependencias, bypassing
Dependencias’ accounts.
Tesofe’s project was given the full force of law in the
2007 reform of the Federal Budget Law and its Rules,
and the Budget Decrees of 2010, 2011 and 2012:
“All Dependencias must…establish concrete
strategies and goals so that, starting in 2010,
there is progress to the extent possible in making
payments in electronic form, through deposits made
by Tesofe to the bank accounts of a) beneficiaries
of subsidy programs; b) public servants for their
salaries; c) suppliers of goods and services; and d)
persons under work for hire […]. The said working
programs must establish December 2012 as the last
date to implement the payments in electronic form.”
The mandates applied only to Dependencias under
the direct influence of the federal government.

Entities with budgetary independence, such as public
sector companies (Pemex, CFE), social security
agencies (IMSS and ISSSTE), other autonomous
institutions (Banxico, Federal Electoral Institute),
those outside of the executive branch, and those
deemed as National Security, were exempt. However,
if they chose to, even these entities could request to
coordinate their payments with Tesofe.

Half of salaries, nearly all pensions are now
paid electronically and centrally
By the end of 2012, about half of federal salary
payments2 and the vast majority of pension3 and
supplier payments were centralized in Tesofe. However,
only a tiny portion of social transfer payments,4 MXN
$3,442 million (US$ 258.4 million), or less than 4
percent of the value, was being disbursed centrally.
This does not necessarily mean that such a small
percentage of transfer payments were being paid
electronically; rather, that this is the category of
government-to-person (G2P) payments that has
proven by far the most problematic to centralize.
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A government decree is helpful
in creating momentum, but the
effort must be sustained over
time by senior political and technical
champions. The 2010 budget decree that

mandated that certain government departments
shift to centralized electronic payments was not the
beginning of the shift. Over the previous decade,
the effort was supported by Ministers of Finance
across three different presidential administrations,
including a change of governing party. Without such
senior level sponsorship, the case suggests that
progress would have been at best much slower, and
at worst, lost momentum altogether. At a technical
level, the shift was designed and supported by a core
group of skilled senior civil servants within Tesofe5,
in cooperation with other key agencies such as the
Central Bank. Without this technical competence, the
complexity of the process might well have caused
it to stall. Over this period, senior officials have also
circulated from Ministry of Finance to appointments in
other agencies and departments in Mexico, helping to
spread support and understanding of the changes into
line departments like SEP (the Ministry of Education)
and enablers like Banxico.

Having the legal and technical
infrastructure in place before
shifting is critical to a coordinated
effort. Over the decade preceding the budget
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Even allowing for specifics of the Mexican context, this case yields a number of insights relevant for government
officials and other Better Than Cash Alliance stakeholders contemplating a shift towards electronic payments.
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decree, the Ministry of Finance had successively
created the legal framework to enable centralized
payments and then built its own IT system for
the authorization and processing of government
payments; and the Central Bank had developed the
national payments system to enable rapid, cheap
transfer of funds to any bank account in the country.
In Mexico’s case, a key retail payment system (SPEI)
is owned and operated by the Central Bank; in other
countries, the payment system enabling bulk credits
may be owned by private players; but in all cases,
there is a need for a payment system which can
process a large volume of payments reliably. Despite
these key enablers, however, the cash handling
infrastructure in rural areas proved inadequate to
support the large social transfer schemes targeted
at recipients in these areas. This ‘last mile’ of the shift
remains a key priority.

3

Shifting in stages rather than all
types of payments at once worked
in the Mexican context, and could
prove successful for other contexts.
Tesofe started the process with centralizing
government-to-business (G2B) supplier payments,
before moving on to G2P from 2008. Within G2P
payments, the starting point was salaries for federal
employees, although even in this category, the
situations of different Dependencias varied greatly:
some Dependencias which were mandated to
centralize salary payments have struggled to achieve
this, while other departments not legally required to
centralize, such as the Navy, have already fully shifted.
Pensions have proven relatively easy to shift to central
payments in the past year because of the decade-long
process of shifting pensioners to receive payments
into their bank accounts. The process of shifting social
transfers under the main federal programmes has
made good progress in urban areas. However, statelevel expenditures are not yet centralized.

4

Focusing on creating both a
centralized and digital payments
platform may deliver benefits
and efficiency, as it did for Mexico. It is
possible to shift towards electronic G2P payments
without necessarily centralizing the payments through
a Treasury Single Account. Indeed, the move towards
electronic transfers was well underway in Mexico
before the 2010 decree accelerated the process;
however, it was happening at different speeds in
different agencies in a manner where each agency
set its own policies and negotiated its own deals with
payment banks. This patchwork approach resulted
in some cases in higher, not lower, costs in the short
to medium term. For example, the conditional cash
transfer programme Oportunidades saw the cost
per payment initially rise when the function was
transferred fully to state bank Bansefi in 2010, in part
because of the need to pay to build out the payment
infrastructure. The case of Mexico shows that the
real benefits come when electronic payments are
combined with treasury centralization: centralization
definitively reduced costs to government through
reducing the float otherwise held at multiple banks,
and by using the Central Bank’s payment system at
zero marginal cost to effect the payment, rather than

paying a fee per transaction to banks. In addition,
centralization allowed for better controls, budgeting
and oversight by Tesofe over all federal expenditure.

5

Not everyone benefits from the
shift. Identifying the winners and
losers in advance so as to design
appropriate incentives is a key part of a
successful change strategy. The case makes

clear that losers include those large banks that
were accustomed to holding lucrative government
deposit floats under the decentralized process while
payments cleared. These banks fought the changes
initially. In addition, they now have to compete for
the business of the end client, who is no longer
captive to having to use the bank chosen by a
government department to receive his or her salary
or pension. The finance staff within large government
departments also lost influence when their payrolls
were centralized. Identifying the winners and losers
in advance so as to design appropriate incentives
is a key part of a successful change strategy. The
influence of the Central Bank was important to keep
banks in line.

6

Carefully designed incentives to
shift have helped to persuade end
recipients. As the case explains, the law

required that the government obtains the consent of
workers before shifting their means of payment. A
recent example of shifting all high school teachers in
Mexico City to centralized payments suggests that
a well-planned process which minimizes confusion
or inconvenience to the recipient goes a long way to
overcome resistance. In addition, the pension agency
IMSS designed key incentives for pensioners to adopt
electronic payments, such as expediting loan decisions
and accelerating the date of payment to the first possible day instead of up to 11 business days later.

7

While financial inclusion goals didn’t
drive the shift, they are important
outcomes of the digitization of social
benefits and rural payments. During the past

three years, Mexico’s government has also ramped
up its commitment to promoting financial inclusion,
announcing various commitments as part of its Maya
Declaration in 20117 and mainstreaming this objective
into the mandates of government agencies like
the financial regulator CNBV. However, in Mexico’s
‘big push’ around G2P, financial inclusion so far
has largely been a secondary objective of the
government, and also the one least achieved by
outcome. Most of the shift to date has happened
with government employees and pensioners who
are neither poor in relative terms, nor, in most cases,
previously excluded from formal financial services.
The digitizing of social cash transfers clearly has the
most potential to advance financial inclusion among
the poor and excluded. Although progress has
been made in opening bank accounts for recipients,
especially in urban areas with Programa para Adultos
Mayores and in rural areas with Procampo,
most recipients today do not yet have account-based
access to what has elsewhere been called
a mainstream bank account.8 To change this will
require a concerted effort to roll out a
nationwide agent network
with adequate liquidity
to support voluntary
cash-in and cash-out
in rural areas.

The Mexican government’s shift is the story of a sustained effort over time driven by
successive Ministers of Finance who were sure of the ultimate benefits to government.
The benefits have not come from making electronic payments into bank accounts alone,
but from the complex and painstaking process of re-engineering the way in which the
central government makes all its payments. In 2013, after a sustained effort and significant
momentum following budget decrees in 2010, 2011, and 2012 Mexico’s shift is by no means
complete but there are signs that it is now accelerating.

resulting in the centralization of as many payments
as possible in Tesofe. This allowed Tesofe to make
the payments directly to the recipients following
authorized requests by Dependencias, bypassing
Dependencias’ accounts.
Tesofe’s project was given the full force of law in the
2007 reform of the Federal Budget Law and its Rules,
and the Budget Decrees of 2010, 2011 and 2012:
“All Dependencias must…establish concrete
strategies and goals so that, starting in 2010,
there is progress to the extent possible in making
payments in electronic form, through deposits made
by Tesofe to the bank accounts of a) beneficiaries
of subsidy programs; b) public servants for their
salaries; c) suppliers of goods and services; and d)
persons under work for hire […]. The said working
programs must establish December 2012 as the last
date to implement the payments in electronic form.”
The mandates applied only to Dependencias under
the direct influence of the federal government.

Entities with budgetary independence, such as public
sector companies (Pemex, CFE), social security
agencies (IMSS and ISSSTE), other autonomous
institutions (Banxico, Federal Electoral Institute),
those outside of the executive branch, and those
deemed as National Security, were exempt. However,
if they chose to, even these entities could request to
coordinate their payments with Tesofe.

Half of salaries, nearly all pensions are now
paid electronically and centrally
By the end of 2012, about half of federal salary
payments2 and the vast majority of pension3 and
supplier payments were centralized in Tesofe. However,
only a tiny portion of social transfer payments,4 MXN
$3,442 million (US$ 258.4 million), or less than 4
percent of the value, was being disbursed centrally.
This does not necessarily mean that such a small
percentage of transfer payments were being paid
electronically; rather, that this is the category of
government-to-person (G2P) payments that has
proven by far the most problematic to centralize.
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it to stall. Over this period, senior officials have also
circulated from Ministry of Finance to appointments in
other agencies and departments in Mexico, helping to
spread support and understanding of the changes into
line departments like SEP (the Ministry of Education)
and enablers like Banxico.
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before the 2010 decree accelerated the process;
however, it was happening at different speeds in
different agencies in a manner where each agency
set its own policies and negotiated its own deals with
payment banks. This patchwork approach resulted
in some cases in higher, not lower, costs in the short
to medium term. For example, the conditional cash
transfer programme Oportunidades saw the cost
per payment initially rise when the function was
transferred fully to state bank Bansefi in 2010, in part
because of the need to pay to build out the payment
infrastructure. The case of Mexico shows that the
real benefits come when electronic payments are
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in some cases in higher, not lower, costs in the short
to medium term. For example, the conditional cash
transfer programme Oportunidades saw the cost
per payment initially rise when the function was
transferred fully to state bank Bansefi in 2010, in part
because of the need to pay to build out the payment
infrastructure. The case of Mexico shows that the
real benefits come when electronic payments are
combined with treasury centralization: centralization
definitively reduced costs to government through
reducing the float otherwise held at multiple banks,
and by using the Central Bank’s payment system at
zero marginal cost to effect the payment, rather than

paying a fee per transaction to banks. In addition,
centralization allowed for better controls, budgeting
and oversight by Tesofe over all federal expenditure.

5

Not everyone benefits from the
shift. Identifying the winners and
losers in advance so as to design
appropriate incentives is a key part of a
successful change strategy. The case makes

clear that losers include those large banks that
were accustomed to holding lucrative government
deposit floats under the decentralized process while
payments cleared. These banks fought the changes
initially. In addition, they now have to compete for
the business of the end client, who is no longer
captive to having to use the bank chosen by a
government department to receive his or her salary
or pension. The finance staff within large government
departments also lost influence when their payrolls
were centralized. Identifying the winners and losers
in advance so as to design appropriate incentives
is a key part of a successful change strategy. The
influence of the Central Bank was important to keep
banks in line.

6

Carefully designed incentives to
shift have helped to persuade end
recipients. As the case explains, the law

required that the government obtains the consent of
workers before shifting their means of payment. A
recent example of shifting all high school teachers in
Mexico City to centralized payments suggests that
a well-planned process which minimizes confusion
or inconvenience to the recipient goes a long way to
overcome resistance. In addition, the pension agency
IMSS designed key incentives for pensioners to adopt
electronic payments, such as expediting loan decisions
and accelerating the date of payment to the first possible day instead of up to 11 business days later.

7

While financial inclusion goals didn’t
drive the shift, they are important
outcomes of the digitization of social
benefits and rural payments. During the past

three years, Mexico’s government has also ramped
up its commitment to promoting financial inclusion,
announcing various commitments as part of its Maya
Declaration in 20117 and mainstreaming this objective
into the mandates of government agencies like
the financial regulator CNBV. However, in Mexico’s
‘big push’ around G2P, financial inclusion so far
has largely been a secondary objective of the
government, and also the one least achieved by
outcome. Most of the shift to date has happened
with government employees and pensioners who
are neither poor in relative terms, nor, in most cases,
previously excluded from formal financial services.
The digitizing of social cash transfers clearly has the
most potential to advance financial inclusion among
the poor and excluded. Although progress has
been made in opening bank accounts for recipients,
especially in urban areas with Programa para Adultos
Mayores and in rural areas with Procampo,
most recipients today do not yet have account-based
access to what has elsewhere been called
a mainstream bank account.8 To change this will
require a concerted effort to roll out a
nationwide agent network
with adequate liquidity
to support voluntary
cash-in and cash-out
in rural areas.

The Mexican government’s shift is the story of a sustained effort over time driven by
successive Ministers of Finance who were sure of the ultimate benefits to government.
The benefits have not come from making electronic payments into bank accounts alone,
but from the complex and painstaking process of re-engineering the way in which the
central government makes all its payments. In 2013, after a sustained effort and significant
momentum following budget decrees in 2010, 2011, and 2012 Mexico’s shift is by no means
complete but there are signs that it is now accelerating.
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Savings come from float, transaction fees
and reduction of unauthorized or incorrect
payments
Estimated cost savings were calculated for salaries,
pensions and transfer programs using data and
assumptions on three line items:
• The interest earned by not having to deposit
funds in advance of payments (float);
• The savings through not having to pay fees to
banks for effecting transfers; and
• The assumed savings from reduction in losses due
to unauthorized or incorrect payment.
The data and assumptions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Average float time
(days) a
Float rate b
Transaction fee
(MXN/US$ per
transaction) c
Leakage %
pre-shift d

Methodology inputs
Federal
salaries

IMSS
pensions

3 transfer
programs

3

1

30

4.49%

4.49%

4.49%

4 (0.3)
5%

4 (0.3)
5%

8 (0.6)
10%

a

The previous float period before centralization; for cash transfers, the pre-payment period for
Bansefi is used.

b

Average fondeo bancario (overnight rate for interbank loans) in 2012, which is paid by Banxico
on federal government funds.

c

Based on current norms in each excluding cost to cash out one payment once transferred.

d

Assumed rate based on general norms. There are no specific numbers available in Mexico. The
rate is lowest for salaries and payments, which were already mainly paid into bank accounts
before digitization; and higher for social transfers where the majority remains cash paid.6
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Using the data on payments digitized and
centralized, as well as the input figures in Table 1,
savings for each payment type were calculated;
the estimates are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
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Estimated cost savings

By digitizing and, critically, centralizing its payments, the Mexican government is
saving an estimated MXN $17 billion (US$ 1.27 billion) per year, or 3.3 percent of
its total expenditure on wages, pensions and social transfers. These savings are
the result of a change process led by the Ministry of Finance with
key support from the Mexican Central Bank (Banxico).

MXN (US$) million
Federal
salaries

IMSS
pensions

3 transfer
programs

Float

37
(2.8)

28
(2.1)

13
(0.98)

Transaction fees

126
(9.5)

169
(12.7)

504
(37.8)

163
(12.3)

197
(14.8)

517
(38.8)

TOTAL

Decentralized payment led to
expensive inefficiencies
References
For methodology and a complete listing of interviews and publicly available sources, please see the
full case study, available at www.betterthancash.org.
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If one adds these savings to the estimate that
would come from the reduction of losses due to
unauthorized or incorrect payments (based on
savings documented in some international
experiences), then total savings would reach
MXN $5,051 million (US$ 379 million) for salaries,
MXN $11,551 million (US$ 867 million) for pensions
and MXN $861 million (US$ 65 million) for the three
transfer programs (equivalent to 2.6%, 4.9% and
0.9% of total payments, respectively).
Note that these savings do not consider the cost of
building the infrastructure necessary to make the
payments operational which affects the evaluation of
the shift’s net cost savings.

The lead author of this case study is Guillermo Babatz, Partner,

5 Including Treasurers, Maria Eugenia Casar and Irene Espinoza

Atik Capital, which is part of the Bankable Frontier Associates-

6 See McKinsey (2010), Inclusive growth and financial security:

led consortium responsible for the Better Than Cash Alliance’s

The benefits of e-payments to Indian society; EPRI (2011),

Development Results Focused Research Programme.

Payment arrangements for cash transfers. See table on p. 212;

2 Of the Dependencias specifically mandated to centralize in
the Budget Decree of 2010, 74 percent of payments were paid
through Tesofe by 2012. For later calculations, it was assumed
that 74 percent of the non-mandated payments were made
electronically (though not centrally).
3 Data from IMSS. Similar data from ISSSTE was not available.
4 Data from the largest three federal cash transfer programs,

World Economic Forum (2012), Galvanizing Support: The Role of
Government in Advancing Adoption of Mobile Financial Services.
See page 15.
7 See Commitment made by the Comision Nacional Bancarias y de
Valores (CNBV) Mexico.
8 See CGAP (2012), Social Cash Transfers and Financial Inclusion:
Evidence from Four Countries, Focus Note 77.

Oportunidades, Programa para Adultos Mayores, and Procampo.
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In the mid-1990s, federal government spending in
Mexico was highly decentralized: In the Ministry
of Finance, the Treasury Department (Tesorería
de la Federación, also known as ‘Tesofe’ for short)
wired the funds of each federal government
agency (called Dependencias) which held
accounts at one or more banks. The funds sat in
the bank accounts of the different Dependencias
until being disbursed (usually by checks, both
to suppliers and employees), at which point
the Dependencias would report their actual
expenditures back to the Ministry of Finance.
The process provided ample opportunity for delay
and confusion: Dependencias had to hand-deliver

the paperwork that showed they were entitled to the
transfer; Tesofe had wide discretion on the timing to
execute transfers; and Tesofe had no means to assess
whether the money was spent for the specific purpose
for which it was authorized. There were no centralized
guidelines for the remuneration banks had to offer the
Dependencias in return for keeping the float in their
accounts prior to disbursement.

Firm timetable established in budgetary
legal framework gave transition
momentum
One of the first changes came when the Ministry
of Finance, led by the Tesofe team, engaged in an
ambitious project to authorize and process all federal
government expenditures using a single IT platform,
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